Top Reasons to Adopt Software Subscriptions

Continuous access to innovation
Keep your network savvy

Have the latest features at your fingertips
More frequent feature releases power your continuous journey to an intelligent, intent-based network.

Enjoy evergreen security protection
Subscriptions help ensure that your network is always protected from the latest and most sophisticated security threats.

Refresh software independently of hardware
Separate your software refresh cycle to increase the longevity of your deployed hardware.

Enhanced agility
Make IT nimble again

Renew and scale your network on demand
Synchronize with the dynamic nature of your business. Update your technology capabilities simply as your business needs evolve.

Port your licenses at will
Gain the flexibility to move licenses across deployment models—cloud, on-premises, or new hardware.

Shorten planning cycles
Subscriptions mean that long-term capacity planning and overspending are things of the past.

Optimized financial planning
Sharpen your IT spending

Benefit from linear, predictable expenditures
Subscriptions are a welcome replacement to the peaks and valleys of past budgeting.

Shift from CapEx to OpEx
Shifting to an OpEx-driven consumption model lowers your initial investment for network modernization.

Cost-effectively troubleshoot the network
Subscription-enabled analytics gives you the latest tools to reduce troubleshooting time so you can allocate time and budget to other business needs.

Learn more